
Price Guide



A few things you should know about.…
Our stylists’ levels and prices
At Dangerfield & Keane we charge different prices for 

Graduate Stylist through to Style Director. This reflects the 

length of time a stylist has been working with us, along with 

the experience and knowledge they have accumulated over 

that time. However, you might see a younger stylist charge 

more than an older stylist and that will be because of their 

expertise and experience, irrespective of their age.

Booking colour appointments
We do not offer appointments for a colour only service. If 

you book a colour appointment then a  Finish or Cut & Finish 

must be booked for us to see the colour result and for you to 

look your best. 

Children’s appointments
Sorry, but we do not offer a children’s price list or discounted 

prices for children. We book a normal appointment time with 

each stylist and we give them the same service we would give 

you (sometimes they take longer than adults!) Our insurance 

cover  won’t allow us to colour hair for under 16’s either. 

Booking online
You will be charged a % fee when you book online. We don’t 

get that money, the online web company get it. We take the 

balance when you have your service with us. PLEASE BOOK 

ONLINE ONLY when you are certain what service you want; 

if you are in any doubt call us or pop in for advice and we will 

book it for you. 

Our cancellation and no-show policy
Our mission in life is to do what we love and to enjoy doing it. 

That said, we simply have to earn a living and pay our bills! If 

you fail to keep appointments, or fail to give adequate notice 

we will refuse to book further appointments for you. 

We respect you and will treat you with courtesy and good 

manners. We ask that you do the same with us. 
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Cutting & Styling 
Stylist level Gerri (Salon Owner) Style Director Principal Graduate 

Ladies cut & finish 85.00 65.00 57.00 45.00 

Shampoo & finish  50.00 35.00 30.00 25.00 

Ladies restyle & finish 90.00 75.00 67.00 55.00 

Gents cut & finish 50.00 45.00 35.00 28.00 

Conditioning treatment 15.00 15.00 15.00 15.00 

Olaplex treatment added to colour 20.00 20.00 20.00 20.00 
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Colouring & Highlights
Stylist level Gerri (Salon Owner) Style Director Principal Graduate 

Semi colour / tone shine & gloss  70.00 60.00 53.00 48.00 
  *on long hair add £10.00 

Permanent colour (root retouch) 70.00 60.00 53.00 48.00              
  *on full head permanent
 colouring add £10.00 

Crown & parting foil woven highlights 70.00 65.00 58.00 53.00 

Half head foil woven highlights 85.00 75.00 68.00 63.00
 
Full head foil woven highlights 115.00 105.00 93.00 83.00 

Toned/take through 18.00 18.00 18.00 18.00 

All other bespoke colour or colour correction work by quotation with a consultation.

When you have colour or highlights, your hair has been treated with a chemical to achieve a colour change. You may find that your old shampoo and 
conditioner is no longer as moisturising or nourishing. In simple term’s what worked yesterday won’t necessarily work today. If you are prepared to pay for 
some gorgeous colouring remember using some cheaper brands of shampoo or conditioner can leave the hair porous and the hair cuticle is left ‘open’. 
Colour molecules that went in can all too easily come back out and so your colour appears to fade rapidly. Sulphate rich products are possibly causing 
your colour to fade faster so always try to use “colour safe” products on coloured hair such as System Professional from Wella. 

After your colour service today we might use System Professional’s Colour Save (to lock the colour in and prevent fade) If your hair is drier we might use 
Hydrate for moisture or for very dry and parched coarser hair we might reach for Lux Oil shampoo & conditioner. Ask your stylist about maintaining your 
colour and what products to use. They can often suggest easy tips that can save you money in the long run.
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Relaxing & Straightening 
Stylist level Gerri (Salon Owner) Style Director Principal Graduate 
 (from) (from) (from) 

L’Oreal moisturist £185 £165 £145 £130 
(semi-permanent)  

L’Oreal moisturist £240 £220 £200 £185 
(permanent)

The straightening service price includes finishing but not cutting.
 

X-tenso Moisturist by L’Oreal

The straightening service we offer is called X-tenso Moisturist by L’Oreal. We offer 2 variants, semi permanent and permanent. The first version

is faster for us to complete, so is naturally a cheaper service. However it is still applied by a qualified and specially trained Stylist who will be with you 

throughout the treatment. We shampoo the hair, towel dry, apply the initial product and then process it depending on the type and condition of your 

hair. Then the hair is rinsed, dried and then neutralised and dried again for the finished look. The effect of this version gradually eases and fades and 

the hair returns to its natural state usually in about 12 to 16 weeks, but it could last longer.

The second service is the permanent version. This takes longer to do and so naturally costs more. The product is applied to shampooed, towel 

dried hair and once processed the hair is then rinsed, dried completely and ironed in very fine sections to ensure an extremely straight flat finish. 

After that the hair is neutralised to “set” the straightness. Then the hair is rinsed and the hair is dried again for the finished look. This effect is 

permanent just like colour would be, it grows out from the scalp with the natural curl or wave coming back at the roots. Sometimes with VERY 

resistant hair some wave can come back in on the lengths and ends (just as colour might fade with time) Although it rarely returns to its “pre- 

treatment state” except as the roots grow through. This treatment to relax or straighten the hair cannot be done on certain highlights. For further 

advice ask your stylist for a consultation. A superb shampoo and conditioner after this treatment is Olaplex which will help maintain the integrity and 

health of the hair. 
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Our Product Partners

At Dangerfield & Keane our principle partner is Wella who supply all our 
retail and chemical products for all our colour services. In the past, Gerri 
our salon owner was a Technical Research Manager

for Wella UK, and many of our stylists are Master Colour Experts having 
achieved their Master Colour Programme awards. This year-long 
course gives our stylists an unrivalled in-depth knowledge of the hair, the 
products used to colour it, as well as how and why we see colour the way 
we do and the use of coulour in modern hair fashion and trends. 

One of the greatest chemical developments in recent years, Olaplex 
is a bond repairer that strengthens the hair from inside the hair shaft, 
instead of just wrapping fibres around the outside of the cuticle 
like other products. Olaplex can be added to your colour to help 
strengthen the hair and limit chemical damage, and most clients 
report that colours actually last longer with Olaplex, having less fade 
and colour pigment loss. Olaplex can also be used as a stand alone 
treatment and tagged onto your cut or finish appointment.
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Dangerfield & Keane

44A Cold Bath Road

Harrogate

North Yorkshire

HG2 0NX

Call

01423 561 116

Email

info@dangerfieldandkeane.co.uk

Web

www.dangerfieldandkeane.co.uk

Get Social

Opening Hours

Tuesday   9  -  5.30pm

Wednesday  9  -  5.30pm

Thursday  9  -  7.30pm

Friday   9  -  6pm

Saturday  9  -  4pm

Appointments available outside salon 
hours by special arrangement.
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